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Objectives

1. To introduce participants to the work of the GRADE working group

2. To explain the rationale behind the GRADE approach

3. To explain the key factors to consider when assessing certainty of 
the evidence

4. To provide advice about additional resources for guidance following 
the webinar



Introduction to GRADE



History of  GRADE

• Began as an informal working group in 2000, largely out of McMaster 
University

• Informal collaboration of researchers/guideline developers with 
interest in methodology

• Purpose: to develop a common system for grading the quality 
(certainty) of evidence and the strength of recommendations that is 
transparent and sensible 

• Website: http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/

http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/


Over 100 
organisations
From 19 countries



In Australia – Systematic Reviewers

• JBI and Cochrane explicitly endorse the use of GRADE methods and 
require GRADE 



In Australia – Guideline Developers





1. Train, promote, disseminate and 
implement GRADE within ANZ and 
the JBC

2. Act as a central hub for GRADE in 
Oceania

3. Contribute to GRADE methods

Pictured: JBI Adelaide GRADE Center
Director Associate Professor Zachary 
Munn (centre) with GRADE Working 
Group co-chairs Professor Holger 
Schünemann (left) and Distinguished 
Professor Gordon Guyatt (right)

http://grade.joannabriggs.org/

http://grade.joannabriggs.org/


Why GRADE?



GOBSAT Method

• ‘Good old boys sat 
around the table’ 

• Initial approach to 
development of 
recommendations within 
guidelines 

• Based on expert opinion, 
powerful figures, 
eminence based 
medicine



Levels of  Evidence Grades of  Recommendation 

• Designate study types

• Better study designs, with greater 
methodological quality, are ranked 
higher

• Assigned to findings of research

• Assist in applying research into 
practice

• Recommendations assigned a 
‘Grade’



Levels of  Evidence

‘The first hierarchy of evidence quality was created, where evidence of the highest quality would have to come 
from at least one randomized trial, and at the bottom of that hierarchy of evidence were opinions of respected 
experts without any empirical evidence. That seems really simple in retrospect, but, actually, it was an 
incredible breakthrough to address the way we dealt with the large amount of available research evidence. It 
made it feasible to sift through evidence in a meaningful way and apply the principles of using the best-quality 
and least-biased evidence.’ Paul Glasziou

Guyatt, Gordon, Victor Montori, Holger Schünemann, and Paul Glasziou. "When Can We Be Confident about Estimates of Treatment Effects?." The Medical Roundtable General Medicine Edition (2015). 



‘Eventually, the traditional hierarchies of evidence started to fall apart 
due to attempts to fit too many elements as well as a lack of 
standardization. Now, we have to move on to a new phase of trying to 
unify the principles’

Guyatt, Gordon, Victor Montori, Holger Schünemann, and Paul Glasziou. "When Can We Be Confident about Estimates of Treatment Effects?." The Medical Roundtable General Medicine Edition (2015). 



• http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/fds/publications-clinical-guidelines/clinical_guidelines/documents/ncg97.pdf

http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/fds/publications-clinical-guidelines/clinical_guidelines/documents/ncg97.pdf


http://www.sign.ac.uk/pdf/sign85.pdf

http://www.sign.ac.uk/pdf/sign85.pdf


Why GRADE?
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Forming recommendations with GRADE
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Balance between 
benefits, harms 

and burdens

Resource use

Feasibility

Patients 
values and 

preferences

Equity 

Certainty of 
Evidence

How do we determine 
certainty of the 
evidence? 



Key principle
• Important to communicate

• Results

• Our certainty in these results?



Magnitude of
Effect (results)

Certainty/quality/
confidence in the 

evidence



Our certainty in the evidence

• If not by study design:
• How can we ascertain the ‘quality’ of the evidence?

• What impacts our ‘confidence’ regarding the evidence? 



Example meta-analysis 
discussion

• From the example provided,  what information would increase or 
decrease your confidence in these results? 



GRADE factors affecting certainty

• Decrease
• Methodological limitations (risk of bias)

• Indirectness 

• Inconsistency (heterogeneity)

• Imprecision 

• Publication bias

• Increase
• Large, consistent, precise effect

• All plausible biases underestimate 
the effect

• Dose response effect



Determining certainty of  
the evidence



GRADEing the evidence

• Pre-ranking 
• Evidence from RCTs start as high, Observational studies as low

• Certainty of evidence ranges from 
• High

• Moderate

• Low

• Very low

• Can be downgraded 1 or 2 points for each area of concern

• Maximum downgrade of 3 points overall



Certainty in the evidence varies from 

HIGH 

MODERATE 

LOW 

VERY LOW 

RCT

NRS

Risk of bias
Indirectness
Inconsistency
Imprecision
Publication bias

Dose-response
Large effect
Plausible confounding



What does this mean?

• High quality: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of 

the estimate of the effect

• Moderate quality: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The 

true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a 

possibility that it is substantially different

• Low quality: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect 

may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect

• Very low quality: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The 

true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect



Factors that can decrease 
our certainty



1. Methodological limitations

• High risk of bias
• No allocation concealment

• Lack of blinding

• Attrition bias 

• Selective reporting 

• Determined by results of risk of bias assessment



Type of bias Method to reduce bias When and whom

Selection Randomization
Allocation concealment

Patients, trial coordinators/investigators and 
allocators during the process of screening 
for inclusion and allocation to groups

Performance Blinding Trial participants and those delivering the 
intervention throughout the trial period

Detection Blinding The participant (if self-reported outcomes) 
or those assessing outcomes at the time of 
outcome assessment

Attrition Complete follow-up
Intention-to-treat 
analysis

Trial investigators collecting and analysing 
data

Reporting Comprehensive and full 
reporting of all 
outcomes/data

Trial investigators and authors following the 
trial

Addressing Bias



Steps to assess risk of  bias

• Assess the risk of bias for each study providing data for an outcome

• Use tools appropriate to the question and study design
• RCTs – Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool
• Non-randomised studies – ROBINS-I (Cochrane), NewCastle-Ottawa
• Diagnostic studies – QUADAS
• Prognostic studies - QUIPS

• Consider the risk of bias across all studies providing data for an 
outcome, decide whether:
• No concern (do not downgrade)
• Serious concern (consider downgrade of 1 level)
• Very serious concern (consider downgrade of two levels) 



2. Inconsistency of  results
(unexplained heterogeneity)

• Widely differing estimates of treatment effect

• if inconsistency exists, look for explanation
• patients, intervention, comparator, outcome

• if unexplained inconsistency lower quality



Identifying heterogeneity

• Heterogeneity can be determined by: 
• Wide variance of point estimates

• Minimal or no overlap of confidence intervals

• Statistical tests 
• standard chi-squared test (Cochran Q test) 

• I square statistic (I2) 



Example Forest Plot



3. Indirectness of  evidence
• Direct evidence ‘directly compares the interventions 

which we are interested in, delivered to the 
populations in which we are interested, and measures 
the outcomes important to patients’ (GRADE 
Handbook)

• Assessed by:
• Applicability of the results (are the 

populations/interventions studied those we are interested 
in?)

• Surrogate outcomes 

• Indirect comparisons 



4. Imprecision 

• Imprecise results 

• Assesses
• Are the confidence intervals wide?
• Are there only few events?
• Is there a small sample size?

• Optimal information size

• Imprecision is one of the more complex factors to consider 
– refer to GRADE Handbook for more details 

• Different for SRs vs Guidelines
• Guidelines contextualized for decision making and 

recommendations 
• SRs free of this context 



Would you rate down? 



5. Publication Bias

• Publication bias occurs when the published 
studies differ systematically from all 
conducted studies on a topic

• It is a serious threat to the validity of 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses

• Should always be suspected
• Only small “positive” studies

• For profit interest

• Various methods to evaluate – none perfect, 
but clearly a problem



Factors that raise quality



Raising the quality

• Initially classified as low, a body of evidence from observational 
studies can be rated up

• Consideration of factors reducing quality of evidence must 
precede consideration of reasons for rating it up.

• 5 factors for rating down quality of evidence must be rated prior to 
the 3 factors for rating it up

• The decision to rate up quality of evidence should only be made when 
serious limitations in any of the 5 areas reducing the quality of 
evidence are absent. (GRADE Handbook)



1. Large magnitude of  an effect

• Large, consistent, precise effect

• Although observational studies may overestimate the effect, bias is 
unlikely to explain or contribute all for a reported very large benefit 
(or harm)

• What is large?
• RR of 2 (large), 5 (very large)

• For example, odds ratio of babies sleeping on stomachs of 4.1 (95% CI of 3.1 
to 5.5) for SIDS compared to sleeping on their back

• Parachutes to prevent death when jumping from airplanes

• May upgrade 1 level for large and 2 for very large



2. Dose-response gradient

• Dose-response gradient
• Clear dose-response indicative of a cause-effect relationship

• Warfarin and bleeding (clear dose response)

• Delay in antibiotics for those presenting with sepsis (i.e. each hour delayed increases 
mortality) 

• Delay in removal of indwelling urinary catheter and development of UTI



3. Effect of  plausible residual confounding

• Rigorous observational studies adjust/address confounding in their 
analysis for identified confounders

• Cannot control for ‘unmeasured or unknown’ confounders (hence 
why observational studies are downgraded), and other plausible 
confounders may not be addressed

• This ‘residual’ confounding may result in an underestimation of the 
true effect 

• All plausible residual confounding may be working to reduce the 
demonstrated effect or increase the effect if no effect was observed
• Sicker patients doing better
• Not for profit vs for profit



Summary of  findings 
tables and evidence profiles



Evidence profiles and Summary of  
Findings tables

• Endpoint of the GRADE process for SRs

• Key milestone for Guideline developers on their way to make a 
recommendation

• Evidence profiles include outcomes, number of studies, all 
judgements regarding GRADE factors, assumed risk, corresponding 
risk, relative effect, absolute effect, overall rating, classification of 
outcome importance, footnotes

• SoF table includes most of the above but not all GRADE factor 
judgements





Summary of  Findings tables

• Standard table format
• one for each comparison (may require more than one)

• Report all outcomes, even if no data

• Improve understanding

• Improve accessibility

• Created with GRADEpro GDT

http://www.guidelinedevelopment.org/

http://www.guidelinedevelopment.org/


Summary of  findings table



Making Recommendations



Forming recommendations with GRADE
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Evidence



When making decisions…

Guideline members use their expertise to weigh all criteria to make a 
recommendation

• Balance of benefits and harms
• Consideration of patient values and preferences
• Consideration of resources, feasibility, equity, and acceptability



Strength of  recommendation

• The strength of a recommendation reflects the extent to which we 
can, across the range of patients for whom the recommendations are 
intended, be confident that desirable effects of a management 
strategy outweigh undesirable effects.

• Strong or weak (conditional)
• Strong for

• Weak for

• Strong against

• Weak against



Implications of strong and weak recommendations for different users of guidelines
Strong Recommendation Weak Recommendation

For patients Most individuals in this situation would 
want the recommended course of action 
and only a small proportion would not.

The majority of individuals in this situation would 
want the suggested course of action, but many 
would not.

For clinicians Most individuals should receive the 
recommended course of action. 
Adherence to this recommendation 
according to the guideline could be used 
as a quality criterion or performance 
indicator. Formal decision aids are not 
likely to be needed to help individuals 
make decisions consistent with their 
values and preferences.

Recognize that different choices will be appropriate 
for different patients, and that you must help each 
patient arrive at a management decision consistent 
with her or his values and preferences. Decision aids 
may well be useful helping individuals making 
decisions consistent with their values and 
preferences. Clinicians should expect to spend more 
time with patients when working towards a 
decision.

For policy 
makers

The recommendation can be adapted as 
policy in most situations including for the 
use as performance indicators.

Policy making will require substantial debates and 
involvement of many stakeholders. Policies are also 
more likely to vary between regions. Performance 
indicators would have to focus on the fact that 
adequate deliberation about the management 
options has taken place.



Guideline panels

“I absolutely disagree!”

“Let’s just keep it how it has 
always been”

“What about that one new 
study?”

“Have we decided yet?”



Evidence to decision framework

• Inform panel members’ judgements about the pros and cons of each 
option (intervention) that is considered

• Ensure that important factors that determine a recommendation 
(criteria) are considered

• Provide a concise summary of the best available research evidence to 
inform judgements about each criterion

• Help structure discussion and identify reasons for disagreements

• Make the basis for recommendations transparent to guideline users



Decision making criteria

• Priority of problem

• Benefits and harms

• Certainty of evidence

• Values and Preferences

• Resources

• Equity

• Acceptability

• Feasibility







Conclusion



Summing up: So why GRADE?

1. Transparent approach to rating certainty

2. Separation between certainty of evidence and strength of 
recommendation

3. Considers issues other than study design

4. Focuses on outcomes, not studies

5. Clear guidance for developing and establishing recommendations

6. Supported and endorsed by the international systematic review and 
guideline development community



“GRADE is much more than a rating system. It offers a transparent and 
structured process for developing and presenting evidence summaries 
for systematic reviews and guidelines in health care and for carrying out 
the steps involved in developing recommendations. GRADE specifies an 
approach to framing questions, choosing outcomes of interest and 
rating their importance, evaluating the evidence, and incorporating 
evidence with considerations of values and preferences of patients 
and society to arrive at recommendations. Furthermore, it provides 
clinicians and patients with a guide to using those recommendations in 
clinical practice and policy makers with a guide to their use in health 
policy.” Guyatt et al 2011 



Other resources/ Information 
• Diagnostic test accuracy SoF tables 

• Qualitative evidence synthesis  GRADE Approach – CerQual

• GRADE Handbook 
(http://www.guidelinedevelopment.org/handbook/ )

• GIN-McMaster Guidelines checklist 
(http://cebgrade.mcmaster.ca/guidecheck.html) 

• MAGIC App

• JBI Adelaide GRADE Workshops http://grade.joannabriggs.org/
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Get involved!

• Sign up to the GRADE working group mailing list

jbi@gradeworkinggroup.org

mailto:jbi@gradeworkinggroup.org

